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Abstract 
The two arms of this converter all work at zero-voltage switching condition, that bring many advantages, such as 
little loss of power, simple control, etc. But these also exists some problems, such as parasitic oscillation on the 
output rectifier diodes. A novel full-bridge ZVS PWM DC-DC converter which adopts two clamping diodes in the 
first side of the transformer is proposed to reduce the parasitic oscillation in this paper. In this paper, It heavily 
analyzes the realization process of their soft-switching and the reason of related issues and solution, we establishes 
simulation model and simulates using orCAD. Finally,a 5kW ZVS PWM DC-DC converter Prototype in that 
TMS320F2812 is the core controlled chip has been set up, and the experiments showed us the validation of the 
correlative theory.  
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1. Introduction   
Phase-shifted full-bridge ZVS DC/DC converter adopting PWM control is easy to implement load 
reliable operation under the wide range changing condition. Through phase shifting control, the power 
has realized soft switches turn-on and off, reduces the switching losses, improves efficiency. So it has 
been widely applied in the middle and high-power circuit, by way of phase-shifted control, the power 
switch can achieve soft-switching turning on and turning off, reduce the switching losses and the current 
and voltage stress of switching tube. Moreover, it has peculiarity of high efficiency and simple structure, 
conforming to development trend the miniaturization and high-frequency of the DC power supply In this 
paper, the topology and detailed working process of phase-shifted full-bridge ZVS PWM DC / DC 
converter is analyzed, and main circuit devices have been chosen, rectifier circuits, LC filter circuits, 
magnetic devices are analyzed, calculated and designed. After the main circuit determined, the good 
controller is designed to DC / DC converter to compose of closed-loop control system in order to improve 
the output accuracy and dynamic characteristics. On the basis of phase-shifted full-bridge ZVS PWM 
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converter proposed in this paper, all aspects of Control system is designed while the realization method of 
Voltage single-loop control and the simulation analysis of Current-mode dual-loop control are given.  
2. Analysis Of Working Principle Of The Converter   
Based on this kind of asymmetrical pulse width modulation principle,the main circuit structure of 
phase-shifted full-bridge ZVS PWM DC / DC full-bridge converter is shown in Figure 1, in which D1 ~ 
D4 is packaging diode respectively with Q1 ~ Q4, C1 ~ C4 is extension capacitor (including parasitic 
capacitance) respectively with Q1 ~Q4. Lr is resonant inductance (including the transformer leakage 
inductance), Cb is the blocking capacitance. Two switch tubes of each bridge arm complementary 
conduct, two bridge arm angle difference one phase, named shift-phase angle, by regulating shift-phase 
angle to adjust output voltage, Q1 and Q3 composes preemptive-bridge arm, Q2 and Q4 composes 
latency- bridge arm. Deputy side uses full bridge rectifier mode, CDr1 ~CDr2  is respectively the 
equivalent shunt capacitance of diode DR1 ~ DR2. D5 and D6 is the converter original boundary 
additional clamp diode, used to inhibit secondary rectifier of parasitic oscillation, reduce the diode peak 
voltage. In theory considers Vin is ideal DC, where blocking capacitance Cb is used to suppress DC 
component that is resulted in transformer original boundary, which due to Q1 and Q4 conduction time is 
not possible be on-time with Q2 and Q3, and to prevent the transformer core DC magnetization until 
saturated and cause converter non-normal working. Suppose all the diodes, transistors in Figure 1 are 
ideal devices, and  (n is the transformer primary and deputy sides turn ratio), Figure 2 
shows band clamp diode full bridge ZVS DC/DC converter circuit main waveform, the converter in one 
switch periodic totally has 18 switch models.  
 
Fig 1  the main circuit topology of ZVS full-bridge converter 
The first phase [t0,t1]:Q1 is taken off at At the time of t0, the original current ip is transferred to the 
circuit branch of C3 and C1from Q1, C1 is charged ,while C3 is discharged. During this time, the 
resonant inductor Lr and filter inductor Lf are connected in series, moreover Lf is very large, ip can be 
considered as a constant current that is changeless. The voltage of Capacitor C1 is linearly increasing 
with Time from zero and capacitor C3 is linearly declining with Time linear decline from Uin. So Q1 is 
Soft Switching. At the time of t1, the voltage of C3 drops to zero, the anti-diode D3 of the VT3 naturally 
break over, the first phase is finished.  
[t5,t6] : rectifier bridge oscillation induction to the original side to make C point voltage below zero 
while Dr1, Dr4 reverse recovery, D6 conduction; [t12,t13] time,  rectifier bridge oscillation induction to 
the original side to make C point voltage higher than Uin while Dr2, Dr3 reverse recovery, D5 conduction. 
The transformer original boundary voltage clamps in Uin, when D5 and D6 conducted, thus transformer 
deputy boundary voltage clamps in Uin/n, therefore eliminating the rectifier peak voltage and diode 
reverse restore losses, suppression or even eliminate parasitic oscillation of output rectifier.  
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Fig.2  the working waveform ZVS full-bridge converter 
3. System Hardware Design   
Figure 3 is the system main structure diagram. Digital control mode has advantages of flexible control, 
no temperature drift, powerful control features, this article choose TMS320LF2812 DSP as primary 
control chip, implements  converter’s double loop digital control. Primary control chip uses 
TMS320LF2812, TMS320F2812 control circuitry is the core of it as a dedicated motor control DSP chip, 
which is TI's TMS320C2000 platform in the use of 32-bit DSP core, running speeds of up to 150 MIPS, 
real-time processing ability, and can be used in many complex control algorithm; high performance, low 
power, a core voltage of 1.8 V and 3.3 V voltage peripheral interface; on-chip 128 K Flash internal Saram 
and 18 K, M, an expansion site for the unification of memory, applications to more flexible, rapid; 2 
incident management module for motor control provides a good control functions; Another 16 Road 12 
bit A / D sampling can be set up flexible way with two SPI SCI mouth and a mouth, increasing the data 
cache capacity, transmission rates up MHz middleweight; serial communication module also includes 
enhanced and new bus eCAN McBSP to meet a variety of communications needs, which will eliminate 
the complexity of the external circuits, improve system integration and reliability. TMS320F2812 are 
very rich whose the instruction cycle is only 6.67ns, which can content the needs of complex control 
algorithms. The software of the system is divided into the main program and interrupt service routine, the 
main program mostly complete the system initialization, switch machine testing ,machine initialization 
switch, then wait to enter the main program cycle interruption.   
 
Fig. 3  DSP control policy diagram 
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4. System Software Design   
System software mainly has two majority parts of the main program and interrupt service program, the 
main program mainly complete system initialization, switch machine testing and initialization, and then 
enter the main program loop waiting to be interrupted. Interrupt service program include periodic 
interrupt program, underflow interrupt program, etc. Complete reading the voltage sample values, digital 
filtering, and implementation of control algorithm, starting A/D conversion, regulator operating 
procedures and other works in periodic interrupting program. If the system fails, then the external 
hardware generates signal to blockade the pulse amplification and shaping circuit, generating signal 
sending DSP and interrupting blockade pulse output. Figure 4 is the system main program flowchart. 
Figure 5 is the PI adjustable flowchart.   
 
 
Fig .4 The main program flow chart 
 
Fig. 5  the PI adjustable flow diagram 
5. The simulation and experiment results   
According to the preceding analysis, conducted simulation on the main circuit by utilizing orCAD,its 
simulation parameters are as follows: Vin=700V Vo=28V Io=50A ,K=17 C1 C3 1nF C2 C4
4.7nF Lr =50 H, Cb=8.8 F, Lf=40 F,Cf=2200 F.Part of the simulation results show in Figure 6.  
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Fig.6(a) the preemptive-bridge arm soft switching waveform under 50A load 
 
Fig.6(b)  the deputy boundary rectified diode voltage waveforms  
According to the preceding scenario, erected experimental system,  circuit parameters are: input 
voltage Vin=540V DC, output voltage Vo=18V DC; output power: 5kW;output current Io=0-300A, 
major components parameters: the main power device selected CM200DY-24H module of Mitsubishi, its 
internal integrates two IGBT and diode, transformers, former Deputy edge easy 22:18, preemptive-bridge 
arm parallel capacitors is 1nF; lagging bridge arm parallel capacitor is 4.7nF; output filtering inductors is 
3mH, the output filter capacitor is 6580uF, switching frequencies is 40kHz.Figure 7 is the 
preemptive-bridge arm soft switching waveform under 28A load situations. The channel 1 represents the 
preemptive bridge arm IGBT tube driving signal waveforms, and channel 2 represents preemptive bridge 
arm IGBT tube voltage drop waveforms. From the diagram can be seen that preemptive-bridge arm 
switch in driving waveform rising edge arrives, tube voltage drop has been reduced to zero, that is just 
realized ZVS. Due to the implementation of zero-voltage switch of preemptive bridge arm switch tube is 
through the joint action of transformer primary side leakage inductance and filtering inductors, therefore 
soft switch can be realized in light load circumstances (50A load).Figure 8 is Voltage waveform of D6 
under 50A load situations. Figure 9shows the waveform of system output voltage (channel 1) and output 
current (channel 2) in that input voltage is 540V, output current is 50A.   
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Fig.7 the preemptive-bridge arm soft switching waveform under 50A load 
 
Fig.8 Voltage waveform of D6  
 
Fig.9 the output voltage ripple voltage waveform 
6. Conclusion   
    In this paper, the original sideband clamp diode full bridge full digital ZVS DC/DC convertersand 
digital realization of the principle researched., and specifically analyzes its work principle, gives its 
numeric implementations, and carry out  experiments, result shows scheme’s feasibility. we can be seen 
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from the experimental results, as the soft-switching DC / DC converter control circuit turn the 
TMS320F2812 chip to control, simplifying the circuit design, increase the stability of the output voltage 
and reduce the output voltage waveform distortion, Finally, get the voltage waveform of high-quality; In 
the other hand, this case are known by the implementation: digital control over analog control is more 
intelligent, more convenient regulator design. Finally, it is simulated and experimented, The results 
demonstrates that the model is correct.  
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